rtgwg agenda

• Agenda Bashing
• Administrivia
• draft-ietf-rtgwg-rfc3682bis-06.txt
• Decisions, decisions – DT report
• draft-francois-ordered-fib-02.txt
Administrivia

• New co-chair, John Scudder
  <jgs@cisco.com>

• New secretary, Bruno Rijsman
  <brijsman@juniper.net>
Goals & Milestones

• Done Submit draft on calculation of IGP routes over TE tunnels to IESG for publication as Informational RFC
• Done Submit initial Internet Draft on IP Fast Reroute Framework
• Done Submit initial Internet Draft on Basic IP Fast Reroute mechanism
• Done Review various mechanisms for Advanced IP Fast Reroute
• Dec 2006 Select the Advanced IP Fast Reroute mechanism
• Dec 2006 Submit IP Fast Reroute Framework to IESG for publication as Informational RFC
• Mar 2007 Submit specification on Basic IP Fast Reroute mechanism to IESG for publication as Proposed Standard
• June 2007 Submit specification on Advanced IP Fast Reroute mechanism to IESG for publication as Proposed Standard